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The extraordinary shotguns produced by the craftsman of Spain&#39;s Basque Country are no

longer a secret. Their shooting qualities, beauty, and great value have been extolled by a host of

experts. Sportsmen of considerable means and everyday bird hunters alike have found guns that

suit their tastes from such makers as AYA, Arrieta, Ugartechea, and many moreIn this vastly

expanded treatment of the subject, Wieland provides a completely updated guide to the guns and

gunmakers, reliving history, going inside manufacturing facilities, discussing design and assembly,

touring the region, and sampling its food, wine, and warmth. There are more than 150 color

photographs to accompany the text and show precisely how the guns and workrooms look. There

are three new maps, as well, including one that will allow visitors to navigate Eibar like a seasoned

veteran.
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The extraordinary shotguns produced by the craftsman of Spain&#39;s Basque Country are no

longer a secret. Wieland provides a completely updated guide to the guns and gunmakers, reliving

history, going inside manufacturing facilities, discussing design and assembly, touring the region,

and sampling its food, wine, and warmth. There are more than 150 color photographs to accompany

the text and show precisely how the guns and workrooms look. There are three new maps, as well,

including one that will allow visitors to navigate Eibar like a seasoned veteran.

The greatest gun-making town in the world is not Obernsdorf, Germany, nor Birmingham in



England, it is Eibar, Spain. Unassuming and unpublicized, this little city produces some of the finest

double guns in the world. Terry Wieland provides a thorough guide to the guns and their makers

from this small city in Basque Country, reliving history, touring manufacturing facilities, discussing

design and assembly, and exploring the region to sample its food, wine, and warmth. It is an

unparalleled journey.

Great!

Not just a gun book. Wieland is a journalist and excellant writer. Never expected to finally

understand the Spanish revolution of the 30's reading a book on shotguns.

Excellent book and very informative. However, the first thirty pages (of the copy I received) were

falling out; I re -glued them, but the serious flaw surprised me.

The generally rave reviews are accurate, this is a first class book, and Wieland is a good writer, not

just a good gun writer. There are facts and technical descriptions aplenty (more on those later), but

his descriptions of the Basque people, the countryside, and the food put you in the middle of

Basque culture. Of course this isn't meant as in depth study of all things Basque, but it does reflect

what you will find if you visit this region of Spain.As to the technical details, and the descriptions of

the guns and the gun makers, it does assume some familiarity with double guns. If you are familiar

with details like third bites, sideclips, self openers, and you are at a level where you understand the

difference between a lightweight game gun for example, and a pigeon gun, it's an easier read. If you

aren't there yet, buy the book anyway and do some quick research on what you don't understand.

You'll come away with a wealth of knowledge of guns in general, and Spanish guns in particular. I

just wanted to add that the 2nd Edition is a notable upgrade over the 1st Edition. The newer edition

contains more information with more photos than the 1st Edition. Even the quality of the paper used

is better. I bought the 1st Edition early on, and was hesitant to spring for the 2nd Edition, but it's well

worth the price. Of course, if you haven't bought the book at all, what are you waiting for? A classic

among gun books.

I could not be happier with this purchase

Wieland covers the history and lore, the people, who make some of the best double guns today.



Pleased with the purchase.

Great read, fast shipping
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